
(~ ___ ~_EC_T_U_R_E ______________________________________________________ ~) 
Through her "Billets", says Cooke, Claire 

Gebeyli tried to touch her readers and make them 
aware of the "anarchy and obscenity" around 
them, while avoiding description and repetition . 
Moreover, Gebeyli deals with war as a "process". 
She lives through the "interstices of the art of 
war", by weaving a "canvas of sound , touch, 
smell, taste and then sight". In other words, the 
war for the poet has become a language, "a form of 
discourse that should insinuate itself into the souls 
of men". But most of all, the war should be 
"acknowledged". 

To "acknowledge"a war, explains Cooke, is not 
just to contemplate it by calling it "the events", 
"hawadith", "evenements". It is to perceive it and 
see its intertwinement with life and language. 
Moreover, it is the poet and writer's responsibility 
not to create a "seperate system ,a story, a 
quasi-dialogue with an interlocutor called War". 
"The artist must perceive and make others perceive 
that discourse is life and here (in Lebanon) life is 
war" 

Thus for Cooke, a true artist is the "mirror of 
his time". But more tl:tan that, a good writer 
chooses his words carefully making sure they will 

not "dry up and calcify". And it is precisely Claire 
Gebeyli's ability of using language as a "sword to 
be seized" that Miriam Cooke seems to admire 
most in her. No wonder then that she quotes her 
saying: "But what is the use of the pen if it forgets 
to press down on the chests of others, if the words 
that it pours out are merely particles that have 
been sewn and resewn on the body of language." 

In conclusion, Cooke told her audience that 
the Lebanese war which cannot be explained 
rationally .. or logically was better interpreted by 
women writers than· men writers because women 
knew best how to describe the moods it provoked, 
the multitude of little events that made it, its 
irrationality, and its repetitiveness. And if women 
writers as different in style as Claire Gebeyli, Emily 
Nasrallah, Ghada Samman, and Hanan el-Sheikh 
succeeded in their mission as writers, it is because 
they all felt responsible for what was happening, 
rather than feeling guilty, heroic, or epic like most 
male writers did. 

Wafa' Stephan 

(1) Translated from the French from Gebeyli's "La Vie en 
Sol Mineur': 

(~ ___ E_X_H_I_B_IT ______________________________________________________ ~) 

Educational Material on Primary 
Health Care June 13, 1983 

It was a colorful spectacle. The exhibit looked 
more like a children'S fair than like a serious health 
care exhibit. But, after all, that is what the whole 
thing was about. It was a non-formal approach to 
health education. Its purpose? To remove the aura 
traditionally surrounding health and health educa
tion, and to bring them down to the people so that 
children and grown-ups, educated and uneducated, 
can all understand and participate in them. The 
exhibit was one of the first attempts to bring 
health out of the doctor's clinic and to put it 
where it really belongs: at home, in schools, in the 
villages, and in the fields. 

Entitled "Educational Materials in Primary 
Health Care", the exhibit was held from June 
10-13 in the Ministry of Tourism Hall in Beirut. It 
was prepared main Iy by the Department of Health 
and Behavioral Sciences, Faculty of Health 
Sciences at the American University of Beirut 
(AUB). Participating were AUB health students as 
well as some non-AU B students and health 
practitioners. The participants had earlier this year 
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participated in a health care education seminar 
sponsored by the Faculty of Health Sciences at 
AUB . 

With very limited materials, and a great deal of 
hard work and talent, these young students and 
health workers attempted to translate the 
complicated language of health into colorful 
symbols and images understandable by all. Posters, 
charts, flannelgraphs, games, cassettes, slides, plays, 
puppets, and songs were some of the teaching aids 
suggested for health education. In short and simple 
terms and with plenty of color and variety, one 
learned all about primary health care: How to 
prepare an easy homemade cure for diarrhea, how 
to purify water, what family planning is all about, 
how to keep oneself healt:'y through good nutri
tion, how to make your child's growth chart, and 
many more important and interesting health les
sons and ideas. 

Good health, the lessons told us, is easy to 
attain and can be very inexpensive - but only if we 
know how. For years now~ · only the privileged 
could afford good health-care and service. It is no 
longer so. Good health is a basic right which we 
can all learn how to acquire. It is a daily process in 
which we should all participate. 

Nada Khuri 


